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This paper describes the implementation of and early experiences with a virtual reality tele
conferencing system called MASSIVE. This system includes a full realisation of the spatial 
model of interaction and its concepts of aura, awareness, focus, nimbus and adapters as 
was presented at ECSCW'93. This model supports users in interacting over ad-hoc com
binations of audio, graphical and textual media through both 3-D and 2-D interfaces. Ob
servations arising from the use of MASSIVE to support laboratory meetings are discussed; 
these include the need to support richer peripheral awareness, the need to improve the 
sensitivity of navigation, problems with lack of engagement between users, the need to 
support varying degrees of presence and problems arising from different perceptions of 
space between 2-D and 3-D users. Possible solutions to these problems are proposed. 

1. Introduction 

We describe the implementation of and initial experiences with a virtual reality 
based tele-conferencing system called MASSIVE in which communication be
tween participants is controlled by movement within a shared virtual space. Specif
ic design goals of this system include: 

• MULTIPLE PARTICIPANTS: supporting groups of several participants at 
different locations in undertaking real time communication with one another. 

• MUTLI-MEDIA: allowing these participants to communicate over different 
media. In particular, the system should support aural, visual and textual com
munication. 

• HETEROGENEITY: allowing users with radically different interface equip-
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ment to communicate within a common space. At the extreme, users of high 
end VR systems should be able to interact with users of, say, VT-100 charac
ter based terminals. 

• SPATIAL MEDIATION: to support spatially mediated conversation man
agement as opposed to traditional floor control. More specifically, a user's 
perception of others across different media should be governed by spatial fac
tors such as their relative positions and orientations (e.g. people get louder as 
you move or turn towards them and vice versa). 

• BALANCE OF POWER: there should be a balance of power between speak
ers and listeners so that (taking the audio medium as an example) speakers 
can try to influence who can hear them, e.g. by interrupting, and listeners can 
control who they are hearing. 

• VARIED MEETING SCENARIOS: supporting a range of meeting scenarios 
ranging from face-to-face conversations to lectures and presentations; 

• SIMULTANEOUS MEETINGS: allowing many simultaneous meetings to 
occur with the possibility for users to move between them. 

• WIDE AREA: operating over wide area networks. 
• SCALE: being capable of scaling to similar numbers of participants as are in

volved in every-day cooperative activities (e.g. tens or hundreds). 
We propose that by meeting all of these goals we will eventually be able create 
more flexible, natural, open and scalable tele-conferencing systems than are cur
rently available. 

At the heart of our system lies the spatial model of interaction which was intro
duced at ECSCW'93 along with some early concept demonstrators. This paper de
scribes a full implementation of this model and presents some initial observations 
arising from its use.' 

2. A brief overview of the spatial model 

We begin by very briefly summarising the spatial model of interaction. Full details 
are given in the ECSCW'93 paper [Benford, 93]. The aim of the model is to support 
the flexible management of communication in densely populated virtual spaces. 
The model assumes the existence of some shared spatial frame of reference which 
is populated by human and other agents which communicate over combinations of 
different media. 

The first component of the model, aura, addresses the problem of limiting the 
number of connections between the occupants of a densely populated space. In its 
simplest form, an aura is a subspace which scopes the presence of an object in a giv
en medium. A connection between two objects is not made in this medium until the 
relevant auras collide (e.g. we cannot see each other until our visual auras collide 
or see each other until aural auras collide). 

The concepts of awareness, focus and nimbus control the information passing 
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across a connection once it has been established. An object may have different 
awareness of each connected object in each medium. Awareness is quantifiable and 
may range continuously from full, through peripheral to none. Having a low aware
ness of another object results in little information being received from it and a high 
awareness results in more detailed information. Thus, awareness provides a way of 
expressing desired quality of service across different connections. Awareness is 
medium specific and is interpreted differently for each medium (e.g. it may be 
mapped onto volume for an audio connection). 

Mutual awareness need not be symmetrical and is controlled through focus and 
nimbus. Nimbus represents the transmitter's control over how information is prop
agated to other objects while focus represents the receiver's control. Focus and nim
bus are typically expressed in terms of the spatial relationship of the objects (i.e. 
tiiey are spatial fields), although they might also involve other attributes. Thus, the 
more object B is within object A's focus the more A is aware of B and the more A 
is within B's nimbus, also the more A is aware of B. More specifically, A's aware
ness of B in some medium M is a combination of A's focus in M and B's nimbus 
in M. 

Finally, aura, focus and nimbus, and hence awareness, might be altered by vari
ous adapter objects. Adapters might represent communication tools such podia (au
ra and nimbus amplifiers), or boundaries (e.g. windows which attenuate audio 
awareness but not visual awareness), or other kinds of object; they provide a degree 
of extensibility to the model. 

3. MASSIVE functionality 

Our system is called MASSIVE (Model, Architecture and System for Spatial Inter
action in Virtual Environments!). This section provides a user's view of MAS-
SIVE's functionality. 

Within any given instantiation of the system the MASSIVE universe is struc
tured as a set of virtual worlds connected via portals. Each world defines a disjoint 
and infinitely large virtual space which may be inhabited by many concurrent users. 
Portals allow users to jump from one world to another. 

Users can interact with one another over combinations of graphics, audio and 
text media. The graphics interface renders objects visible in a 3-D space and allows 
users to navigate this space with a full six degrees of freedom. The audio interface 
allows users to hear objects and supports both real-time conversation and playback 
of pre-programmed sounds. The text interface provides a MUD-like view of the 
world via a window (or map) which looks down onto an infinite 2-D plane across 
which user moves (similar in style to the UNIX games Rogue and Nethack). Text 
users are embodied using a few text characters and may interact by typing text mes
sages to one another or by "emoting" (e.g. smile, grimace etc.). 

A key feature of MASSIVE is that these three kinds of interface may be arbitrar-
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ily combined according to the capabilities of a user's terminal equipment. Thus, at 
one extreme, the user of a sophisticated graphics workstation may simultaneously 
run the graphics, audio and text clients, the latter being slaved to the graphics client 
in order to provide a map facility and to allow interaction with non-audio users. At 
the other extreme, the user of a dumb terminal (e.g. a VT-100) may run the text cli
ent alone. It is also possible to combine the text and audio chents without the graph
ics client and so on. 

In order to allow interaction between these different clients a text user may ex
port a graphics body into the graphics medium even though they cannot see it them
selves. Similarly, a graphics user may export a text body into the text medium. In 
other words, text users can be embodied in the graphics medium and graphics users 
can be embodied in the text medium. MASSIVE uses a dynamic brokering mecha
nism (described below) to determine whether objects have any media in common 
whenever they meet in space (i.e. on aura collision). The net effect is that users of 
radically different equipment may interact, albeit in a limited way, within a com
mon virtual world; for example, text users may appear as slow-speaking, slow mov
ing flatlanders to graphics users. 

All media (i.e. graphics, text and audio) are driven by the spatial model. Specif
ically: 

• audio awareness levels are mapped onto volume; this means that audio inter
action is sensitive to both the distance between and the relative orientations 
of the objects involved. This is observable in general conversation and also 
forms the basis of the "audio gallery" where users wander round a selection 
of audio-exhibits which play audio samples. 

• graphics awareness levels are compared against threshold values to select one 
from a number of alternative object appearances according to the observer's 
location and orientation. This is typically used to display an object in more 
detail as awareness of it increases, although arbitrary changes are possible. 

• the display of text messages is governed by levels of awareness as shown in 
table I, below; this lists awareness levels (values between 0 and 1) and the ef
fects they have on the display of text messages. 

Awareness Level Example Text Display 

0.0-0.2 none 

0.2-0.4 . presence 

0.4-0.6 events 

0.6-0.8 peripheral 

0.8-1.0 full 

Table I: example levels of 

Aura, focus and nimbus are attached to 

Chris at 0,0 

"Chris says something" 

"(Chris says hi!)" 

"Chris says hi!" 

awareness for the text medium 

the user's current position and are therefore 
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manipulated by moving about. Thus, turning towards another person may bring 
them more into ones focus or nimbus. In addition, users may explicitly manipulate 
awareness by choosing between three general settings for focus and nimbus: 

• normal - provides conical focus and nimbus regions projecting out from the 
user which allows for full awareness of a few objects and peripheral aware
ness of other objects; 

• narrow - a smaller aura and a thinner cone for focus and nimbus which ena
bles private conversation (maximum awareness only occurs when two users 
are directly face to face, and there is little peripheral awareness); 

• wide - a spherical region intended for general all round awareness (this nulli
fies the directional effects of focus and nimbus). 

Users may also dynamically alter both the range and conical angle of focus and 
nimbus (aura is automatically updated when this happens). Thus, it is possible to 
arbitrarily widen and narrow focus and nimbus and to telescope them in and out to 
any desired range. 

Four adapter objects have also been implemented:-
• A podium which extends the auras and nimbi of its users to cover a wider ar

ea, allowing them to address a crowd of other users; 
• A conference table which replaces its users' normal auras, foci and nimbi 

with a new ones which span the table. 
• A text to speech translator which converts messages in the text medium to 

synthesised speech in the audio medium (implemented using a public domain 
text to speech package). 

• A text to graphics translator which displays messages received through the 
text medium on a "board" object in the graphics medium. 

These adapters are themselves driven by the spatial model so that they only become 
active when a user gets sufficiently close to them. For example, a text interface user 
approaching the text-to-speech adapter will cause the adapter to activate and to au
tomatically begin translating their text messages and re-transmitting them in the au
dio medium, enabling nearby audio users to hear them. Consequently, many users 
can use mem simultaneously and can jostle around them to negotiate access. 

A user's embodiment determines how they appear to other users. Each user may 
specify their own graphics embodiment in a personal configuration file using a sim
ple geometry description format. In addition, we provide some default graphics em
bodiments intended to convey the communication capabilities of the users they 
represent (which is an important issue in a heterogeneous environment). For exam
ple, an audio user has ears, a non-immersive (and hence monoscopic) user has a sin
gle eye and a text user has the letter "T" embossed on their head. The aim of such 
embodiments is to provide other users with the necessary basic communication 
cues to decide how to address them. The basic shape of graphics embodiments is 
also intended to convey orientation in a simple and efficient manner. Graphics em
bodiments may be labelled with the name of the user they represent in order to aid 
identification. Finally, users may emote to one another by switching between dif-
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ferent bodies by using key strokes. 
Text embodiments consist of a single character (the first letter of the person's 

chosen name) along with a short line which indicates the direction in which this per
son is currently facing. 

Users may define any number of worlds containing simple graphics scenery and 
other objects. These worlds may be interconnected in any configuration via portals. 
An important aspect of MASSIVE is that in multi-site use across wide area net
works each site may define its own local worlds; portals can then be used to allow 
users to move between sites in a transparent manner. Thus, each MASSIVE site can 
define its own conferencing environment as well as connecting to the broader "uni
verse" of MASSIVE worlds across wide area networks. 

We complete this overview of MASSIVE's functionality with two sets of 
screen-shots. 

1 (a) perspective view 1 (b) bird's eye view 

AM -3.O. i.o. a 

c c c « c <J 

IC: Ortm 
I 0-> 1.0, (K- 1.9 
IS: S t M 
I 0-> 1.0. <X- 1.9 
IR: fab 
I 0-> 1.0. (X- 1.9 
III B M 
I 0-> 1.0. IX- 1.9 

1 (c) eye-level view 1 (d) text user's view 

Figure 1: Five meeting participants around the "table" adapter 

Figure 1 shows a meeting in progress involving five participants who are using 
the conference table adapter. Figure 1 (a) provides a perspective view of the scene 
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and figure 1 (b) a birds-eye view (obtaining different views has been made possible 
by die recent viewpoint extensions described in section 5.2 below). Figure 1 (c) 
shows the default eye-level view that participants normally experience from inside 
their bodies. Finally, figure 1 (d) shows a text user's view of the same scene. Note 
the use of simple characters to represent the conference table, walls, door and users 
in the text view (see the key at the right of the image). Also note the display of mu
tual awareness levels for users of whom we are currendy aware (&->" denotes our 
awareness of them, while "0< -" denotes their awareness of us). The area at the bot
tom of me image shows the on-going text conversation. 

Figure 2 shows the same five participants using die text-to-graphics board adapt
er. When a user stands sufficiently close to die board and enters a message in a text 
client as in figure 2 (d), dieir message is automatically displayed on die board for 
graphics users to see as in figures 2 (a) to (c). Remember, graphics users can also 
run supplementary text clients as well. 

2 (a) front perspective 2 (b) rear perspective 
1 fi. 1.0, 2.! 

It 
I 0-> 1.0, 
Ite M-twi 
I 0-> 0.7, 

« - 1.0 

K-C.7 

K-O.T 

I MUB 1. point* 
i ft^p 2. rond-tJttl«] 
• uw» 3. IntroA^tlon t* F«aa BM 
I ta«a 4, ahort arcfcltKUra dial 

lOri* • * • * B. «m ettar but)raw> 

•1u* f a C l l l t M ) 

2 (c) close up of die board 2 (d) text user's view 

Figure 2: Five meedng participants using die "board" text to graphics adapter 
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4. MASSIVE Implementation 
This section briefly describes some of the implementation techniques that have 
been introduced in order to provide the functionality described in the last section. 
In particular, we discuss the implementation of aura, focus, nimbus and adapters. 

4.1. Auras and spatial trading 

Interaction between objects only becomes possible if two conditions are met. First, 
it must be established that the objects involved support some at least one compatible 
medium. Second, these objects must become sufficiently proximate in order for 
their auras to collide. These two pre-conditions are reflected in the concept of spa
tial trading. Spatial trading combines the virtual reality technique of collision de
tection with the distributed systems concept of trading (e.g. [Van der Linden, 92]), 
or request brokering as it is sometimes called. To explain how spatial trading oper
ates we follow the sequence of events which occurs when two objects enter a MAS
SIVE virtual world, move towards each other and begin to interact. This process is 
summarised in figure 3. 

1. object declares its world 
and media to the local aura 
collision manager. 

2. local aura manager 
passes the object on to the 
appropriate aura collision 
manager for that world. 

3. aura collision manager 
detects collisions and 
passes out mutual interface 
references to peer objects. 

4. peer objects exchange 
information via media 
controlled by awareness. 

Figure 3: Objects involved in spatial trading 

On entering a world, an object contacts the local spatial trader, called the aura 
collision manager, and declares the world which it wishes to join and the media 
which it supports. The address of this aura collision manager is the only information 
that an object requires in order to enter any local or linked world. An aura collision 
manager is responsible for detecting aura collisions for each declared medium in 
one or more worlds. Each aura manager has a partial locally-configured list of other 
aura managers and the worlds which they manage. Thus objects may be passed 
from one aura manager to another when they change worlds. A second object sub-
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sequently entering die world will go through die same procedure of declaring its world and media 
to its local aura collision manager and being passed on to the appropriate aura collision manager 
for that world. 

Each aura collision manager monitors the auras of all objects known to it. Upon detecting an 
aura collision (within any given world and medium) die aura collision manager passes out mutual 
addresses to the objects involved, enabling them to establish a peer connection. 

Notice how MASSIVE's implementation of spatial trading meets the goals of heterogeneity and 
scaleability. Heterogeneity is realised through the aura collision manager effectively registering all 
media and worlds currently active. This enables MASSIVE to dynamically cope witii hidierto un
seen media. Scaleability is supported by distributing the responsibility for detecting aura collisions 
between multiple aura collision managers, thereby avoiding excessive centralisation. 

4.2. Focus and nimbus 

Once connected through spatial trading the calculation of mutual awareness levels is the responsi
bility of die peer objects diemselves. This is achieved through a simple peer protocol which allows 
any pair of objects to exchange information describing their positions and orientations and values 
of focus and nimbus. The communication protocol for each medium (e.g. graphics, audio or text) 
is derived by extending this basic peer protocol to handle additional medium-specific information 
(e.g. transmission of audio data in die case of the audio medium). 

In die current implementation objects are described by a point location in space; focus and nim
bus are described by mathematical functions which yield an awareness value in die range 0 (min
imum) to 1 (maximum). Our current awareness function, which is used to combine focus and 
nimbus to give overall awareness, is multiplicative. I.e. focus and nimbus values are simply mul
tiplied togedier to give awareness. This gives equal control to die observer and die observed, and 
is "subtractive" in nature - i.e. eitiier party can force zero (no) awareness, but neither party can 
force awareness against die omer's "wishes." 

Our current focus and nimbus function has been designed to be general purpose so diat, by 
changing the values of a few key parameters, a wide range foci and nimbi can be obtained. These 
parameters can be used to control die behaviour of focus and nimbus witii respect to botii die rel
ative positions and orientations of objects. Thus, our tiiree focus and nimbus settings and different 
adapters can all be realised by simply changing die values of a few key parameters while still using 
die same basic function code (see below). Figure 4 summarises our general focus/nimbus function 
using a polar coordinate model. 

The left of die diagram shows how focus and nimbus are divided into diree conical regions: a 
foreground region in which diey take a maximum value; a background region in which they take 
some minimum value; and a transition region in which tiiey change linearly from die foreground 
to die background value. The right of die diagram shows how die values of focus and nimbus de
pend on distance from an object and are again divided into tiiree regions: tiiey take die maximum 
value up to an initial radius; tiiey then decay linearly to a cut off value at a second radius; beyond 
tiiis, tiiey tail off according to an inverse square law. Table II summarises die parameters which can 
dierefore be used to control focus and nimbus. 
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4.3. Adapters 

There are two issues to be dealt with when implementing adapter objects: how 
to trigger the use of an adapter and how to realise its effect on aura, focus, nimbus 
and awareness. Both of these issues are addressed through the introduction of a sep
arate adapter medium. Adapters exist in their own medium, complete with its own 
aura, focus and nimbus. Any object wishing to use an adapter must therefore sup
port this medium so that as the object moves about it will connect to adapters as a 
result of aura collisions in the adapter medium. When an object's awareness of an 
adapter crosses some threshold level the adapter is triggered. This mechanism ena
bles several people to use an adapter simultaneously and also allows adapters to ex
hibit their own spatial properties (e.g. implementing a highly directional 
microphone). 

6 = conical 
angle of 
foreground 
region 

background 
region with 
value V), 

<)> = conical 
angle of 
transition region 

value of 
focus/nimbus 

transition 

foreground 
region, 

forward direction 

i > 

^max maximum 

= 1 | \ 
1 \ linear decay 

VC ! - \ ^ 

1 \ ^ l / r 2 decay 

r0 fj distance from object 

Figure 4: focus and nimbus function used by MASSIVE 

name meaning 

6 conical angle of foreground region 

<|) conical angle of transition region 

vb focus/nimbus [value of background region 

r0 radius of extent of maximum value 

rj radius of extent of linear transition 

vc cut off value for linear transition 

Table II: parameters affecting focus and nimbus 
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When triggered by an object, an adapter passes a new set of focus/nimbus pa
rameters back to the object via the adapter medium. These new parameters replace 
the object's current aura, focus and nimbus parameters. Thus, an adapter may ex
tend the range of focus or nimbus, may change their, shape (i.e. conical angle) or 
may alter the way in which they fade to the background level. When an object sub
sequently moves away from an adaptor so that it is no longer triggered the object 
restores its original focus, nimbus and aura parameters. 

Having discussed some key aspects of MASSIVE's implementation, we now 
turn our attention to some initial reflections arising from the implementation and 
early piloting activities. 

5. Initial experiences 

In this section we present some initial reflections on MASSIVE arising from recent 
experience. In particular, we reflect on two recent events: a laboratory meeting over 
the local area network in our own laboratory and a five site meeting between The 
University of Nottingham (UK), Lancaster University (UK), GMD (Germany), The 
Swedish Institute of Computer Science - SICS (Sweden) and the Royal Institute of 
Technology - KTH (Sweden), spanning three countries. 

The laboratory meeting involved six participants connected over a single seg
ment of Ethernet and lasted for half an hour. The hardware configuration was two 
SGI Indigo2s, a SUN 10 ZX and two SGI Indys, so that each participant was capa
ble of using the audio, graphical and textual media. All but two of the participants 
were in physically separate rooms and even these two had their backs to each other 
and were using headphones. The six participants included the developer of MAS
SIVE, four users who had previously been involved in demonstrations and one nov
ice user. The task was to conduct our weekly laboratory meeting, involving a round 
table presentation from each person followed by a loosely chaired free discussion. 
The view of one of the participants was captured on video and participants were 
asked to quickly write down their own reflections after the meeting's close. 

The five site distributed meeting involved eight participants, three at Notting
ham, one at Lancaster, two at SICS, one at KTH and one at GMD, and lasted for an 
hour and a half. All of the participants were audio/graphical. Each person was in a 
physically isolated space. Once again, the proceedings were videoed and partici
pants were encouraged to write down their own observations. 

The following informal observations constitute a rough and ready summary of 
what happened. Their main purpose is to identify some of the immediate and major 
issues that should be addressed in order to progress virtual reality tele-conferencing 
to a more useful state. Where appropriate we propose possible solutions. 
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5.1. It works! 
First it must be stated mat, technically at least, it works. It was straight-forward to 
install the software at each site onto standard machines via FTP and we would be 
confident of doing this at other sites. Configuring the wide area meeting took a little 
time and there were some minor teething problems, but nothing serious. It was not 
necessary to book time on networks or schedule conference calls. The meeting was 
open to as many participants as wanted to join at each site and people could come 
and go as they pleased. 

Second, it was fun. The participants clearly enjoyed themselves and there were 
several light hearted moments (particularly involving the text-to-speech translator). 

Third, the machines and the network coped, albeit under strain at times. Some
times the graphics slowed down and the audio broke up (problems of packet based 
audio), but most of the time people could communicate. 

The experience uncovered some interesting issues. 

5.2. Limited peripheral awareness 

A key goal of MASSIVE is providing the ability to separate what is immediate from 
what is peripheral. However, in the graphics medium, the current field of view 
seems to be too limited to provide a powerful sense of periphery at the edges of ones 
field of vision (although periphery in terms of distance is experienced). The screen 
based view has a default field of view of 64 degrees and although this can be wid
ened (a parameter can be set in the graphics client code) larger fields of view intro
duce serious perspective distortion. Our current headmounted display, a Virtual 
Research EyeGen 3, has a field of view of width 40-50 degrees (although this 
wasn't used in the trial meetings). It is possible to buy headmounts with wider 
fields, but usually at the cost of lower resolution. Thus, in neither the screen based 
nor the immersive modes can we achieve anywhere near our real-world field of 
view of about 150 degrees width. The clearest indication of this problem was the 
difficulty experienced by participants in the, usually simple, act of forming a circle 
at the start of the laboratory meeting. 

Our immediate solution to this problem has been to provide users with a choice 
of new 'camera angles' from which to view the world, coupled with the ability to 
zoom in and out on each of them. In addition to the normal 'in-body' view, users 
may now adopt a perspective view over the shoulder, a birds eye view, a front on 
view looking at themselves and side views. They may also adopt multiple simulta
neous viewpoints which track one another (e.g. simultaneous in-body and birds eye 
views). In addition, given MASSIVE's flexible distributed architecture, it is easy to 
dynamically attach these additional viewpoints to other people, not just to oneself. 
Thus, one might view the world through someone else's eyes. In turn, this poses the 
question of how and when to configure different combinations of viewpoints. One 
approach might be to extend adapter objects towards being more general configu-
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ration management tools. For example, in addition to adapting my aura, focus and 
nimbus, the conference table adapter described above might automatically provide 
me with an additional birds eye view of the table while I am seated at it. 

5.3.Navigation difficulties 

There were numerous examples of people experiencing problems moving about, 
one of the most common being a tendency to fall backwards into portals through 
which one has just emerged. There was an obvious difference between novice and 
more experienced users which suggests a significant learning curve, but even expe
rienced users still encountered problems. At a finer level of detail, current interac
tion techniques for moving one's virtual head and body appear too unwieldy to 
support rapid movement. This is particularly true when using a mouse to drive the 
screen based interface. When combined with a limited field of view this hampers 
the ability to use gaze direction or even body position to negotiate turn taking in 
conversation (see below). The use of magnetic tracking devices attached to the us
er's head may speed up interaction, but current devices still suffer from noticeable 
lag. The solution seems to lie in the development and use of better tracking devices 
and more "exotic" controls for screen based systems. 

5.4. Lack of engagement 

There were a number of breakdowns in the conversation, including several cases of 
participants being unsure as to whether they had been heard. Although there were 
some examples of back channels, these were generally few and far between. There 
might be several causes for mis, including the lack of consistent audio quality and 
hence lack of confidence in being heard as well as considerable variability of mi
crophone sensitivity. However, we suspect that there may be more general prob
lems with engaging other users. In particular, even though the current graphics 
medium allows one to tell at a glance who is present in the current conversational 
group and who is approaching and leaving, lack of fine detail such as precise gaze 
direction make it hard to tell who is directly attending at any moment in time. Lack 
of visual feedback as to when people are speaking may be another factor here. 

Immediate steps might involve improving the quality and reliability of the audio 
channel as well as the consistency of microphones and other audio hardware. Long
er term work might involve analysing and reproducing key aspects of facial expres
sions such as eye-tracking and mouth movement as in the work of [Ohya, 93] and 
[Thalmann,93]. A small step has already been taken in this direction with the addi
tion of a simple graphics mouth to the default MASSIVE embodiment which ap
pears when the user speaks. Alternatively, one could consider texture mapping real 
time video onto embodiments as in the 'Talking Heads" of [Brand, 87]. 
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5.5. Degree of presence 

Several times during the meetings, it became clear that the inhabitants of various 
embodiments had become involved in external activities and were not fully present. 
The most extreme case involved one user blatantly ignoring another even though 
they were being directly addressed. The problem here seems to involve conveying 
the degree of presence of different participants. This relates to the above problem 
of engagement and might be at least partially addressed through the same mecha
nisms (i.e. reproduction of dynamic user information such as facial expressions). 
However, one might also allow users to explicitly switch their body between differ
ent degrees of presence. In such cases, uninhabited bodies might act as markers or 
contact points for alerting their owners and inviting them to communicate (i.e. one 
would "prod" a body in order to grab the attention of its owner). Using the spatial 
model, one could construct a body which alerted its user only when directly ad
dressed and which otherwise monitored background conversation (perhaps record
ing it). 

5.6. Different perceptions of space 

A more surprising observation concerns inter-working between 3-D graphics users 
and 2-D text users. Aldiough they are mutually visible within a common space, 
their perception of that space seems quite different. In particular, the "texties" seem 
to lack any notion of personal space and tend to stand directly in front of others or 
even walk straight through them. In contrast, graphics users tend to maintain a rea
sonable distance from others. The problem may be that the graphics field of view is 
much more limited than the textual one (which is 360 degrees) so that the graphics 
users are forced to stand back in order to obtain a decent view. On the other hand, 
it may be that the graphics view is sufficiently rich for people to more easily asso
ciate the embodiments they see with other people and so feel compelled to behave 
in a socially polite manner in contrast to die text users. Either way, there appear to 
be some deeper issues involved when users with radically different interfaces inter
act in a common space. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has described a prototype virtual reality based tele-conferencing system 
called MASSIVE. We begin our conclusions by considering how the implementa
tion of MASSIVE meets the general design goals listed in the introduction. 

• MULTIPLE PARTICIPANTS: the system demonstrably supports groups of 
at least six concurrent users. 

• MUTLI-MEDIA: communication is possible in audio, visual and textual me
dia. 

• HETEROGENEITY: these three media can be arbitrarily combined accord-
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ing to a user's terminal equipment and requirements. Furthermore, users may 
be embodied in media which they cannot display themselves (thus, text and 
graphics users can communicate). The concept of spatial trading has been in
troduced whereby the communication capabilities of users are dynamically 
matched whenever they become sufficiently proximate. Finally, text to 
speech and text to graphics translator adapter objects have been provided to 
further enhance cross-medium communication. 
SPATIAL MEDIATION: the implementation of the spatial model of interac
tion means that users' perceptions of one another in any given medium are 
sensitive to their relative positions and orientations; this is done with the in
tention of replacing traditional conference floor-control with a more autono
mous and natural form of mediation. 
BALANCE OF POWER: conversation is influenced through movement, and 
everyone is free to move as they want at any time. Furthermore, support for 
both focus and nimbus means that the transmitter and receiver can both influ
ence how any given utterance is eventually perceived. Adapter objects such 
as the podium alter this power balance without destroying it. 
VARIED MEETING SCENARIOS: in its most basic mode the system sup
ports face-to-face conversation. However, the use of narrow focus and nim
bus settings and also the conference table allow for more private discussions 
within a shared space. Similarly, the podium supports presentations and lec
tures to larger groups. So different worlds can be configured to support dif
ferent meeting styles and sizes by including different adapters and scenery. 
SIMULTANEOUS MEETINGS: these are supported at several levels of 
granularity. First, different meetings may be held at the same time but in dif
ferent worlds. Second, several meetings may be held in the same world at the 
same time, separated by simple partitions or just by distance. If these meet
ings are far apart uiey will be completely oblivious to one another; if they are 
close some mutual awareness may spill over (e.g. participants in one meeting 
may be able to see that the other meeting is happening without being able to 
hear what is being said). Participants are free to move between meetings at 
any time. 

WIDE AREA: Operation over wide area networks has been successfully 
demonstrated. This is encouraged by allowing each site to construct and mas
ter their own worlds locally, and then to connect them to remote ones via por
tals (similar to the way information is published on the World Wide Web). 
SCALE: The implementation of aura and spatial trading enhances the scale-
ability of system by removing the necessity for an object to maintain connec
tions to all others objects all of the time. Providing multiple worlds also aids 
scaling. Finally, in a more pragmatic sense, the heterogeneous nature of 
MASSIVE encourages greater participation in worlds by allowing as many 
users as possible to participate using a wide range of technologies. 
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We are pleased to report that, from a technical perspective, the system works and 
has been used to hold multi-site meetings over wide area networks. However, sev
eral key issues have been identified that require further consideration including pro
viding richer peripheral awareness, supporting easier and more rapid navigation, 
resolving problems with engagement, conveying varying degrees of presence and 
reconciling differences in perception between 2-D and 3-D users. These issues pro
vide an agenda for future research along with the general problem of redesigning 
MASSIVE to support far greater numbers of users than at present. 

To conclude, the MASSIVE system represents an early attempt to develop a col
laborative virtual environment for tele-conferencing. We argue that, in spite of a 
number of challenges that have arisen, MASSIVE demonstrates the potential of 
such environments to go beyond our current tele-conferencing and shared space en
vironments towards more flexible, natural and scalable future systems. 
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